Knitting Terms and Abbreviations
MOMOGUS
KNITS

Knitter’s helper pages provided by
Momogusknits.
215-275-7626 (p)
215-243-7356 (f)

beg begin, beginning

pat pattern

BO bind off

pm place marker

CC contrasting color

psso pass slip stitch over

CO cast on

rem remaining

cn cable needle

rep repeat

Other downloads available
on our website:

cont continue

RS right side

helpful tips

dec decrease

rnd round

how to get started

dpn double pointed needles

SSK slip 1,slip 1,knit two together

And don’t forget our handy
yarn store finder.

inc increase (usually by knitting into
the front and back of a stitch)

sl slip

k or K knit
k1,s1,psso knit one, slip one
(as if to knit), pass slipped stitch over
k2tog knit 2 together
(a right-slanting decrease)
k2tog tbl knit 2 together through back
loop (a left-leaning decrease)
MC main color
M1 make one (increase by picking up
horizontal bar between sts with right
needle, placing bar on left needle and
then knitting into the back of this
stitch)
p or P purl
p2tog purl 2 together

sl 1, k1, psso slip 1,knit 1,pass slipped
st over
st(s) stitch(es)
St st stockinette stitch
(knit one row, purl one row, or knit all
rows when knitting in the round)
tbl through back loop(s)
tog together
WS wrong side
yo yarn over
* repeat instructions following or
between asterisk as indicated
[ ] repeat instructions inside brackets
as indicated

info@momogusknits.com
www.momogusknits.com

Our patterns are designed to give you
beautiful results with a minimum of fuss!
These pattern instructions are clear and
concise — so you’ll enjoy your knitting
without trying to interpret complex and
confusing directions.
Other features make Momogus Knits
patterns unique. Each pattern offers more
than one design option — which means
that the same pattern can be used over
and over. And, as part of our commitment
to making life simple, each age group’s
designs — for babies, for kids, and for
adults — are written at the same gauge.
That means the yarn you buy for a sweet
baby cardigan can be used to make a
matching hat. No more unused leftovers
or futile searches for matching patterns!
Knitting is enjoyable — we’re here to help.
Visit our website to learn more about our
patterns.

